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X-RAY 
 

Lecture No.1 

 

RADIOlOGY: 

 
      It’s the art & science through which we can produced 

the radiograghs:which is the radiographic image of an 

object produced through the use of X-ray,so …in dentistary 

,it means the shadow casting image of dental structure in 

such away these shadows will give us information's about 

the underlying invisible oral structures.Clinical Exam + 

Radiographic Imaging lead to proper Diagnosis and 

subsequent  better Treatment . 

 

 
Periapical Radiograph                       Bitewing Radiograph  

                                    

                                        
Panoramic Radiograph                      Cephalometric Radiograph 
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Cone Beam CT 

First Radiograph

Dec. 22,1895

Taken by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen, who 

discovered X-rays on Nov. 8, 1895.

 

 

X-RAY PRODUCTION 

       X-ray is a kind of energy belong to the electromagnetic 

field & this energy consist of discrete units called "quantum" 

or"photon". Have a short wavelength that can cause ionization 

and can penetrate through solids.the energy of the X-ray 

depend on the energy of these photons,which depend upon the 

frequency(f)&wavelength of the radiation( w  ),so the shortest 

the wavelength, the high the (f)…the more energy of the 

photons & the reverse is true. 
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Electromagnetic Spectrum

radio visible

light

x-rays gamma

rays

microwaves

103 m 10-2 m 0.5x10-6 m 10-10 m 10-12 m

104 Hz 108 Hz 1015 Hz 1018 Hz 1020 Hz

W:

F:

Wavelength x Frequency = Speed of light

F

W

W

A B

Incorrect exposure factors

(too many x-rays or too 

much energy; film too 

dark)

Correct exposure factors

Incorrect exposure factors

(not enough x-rays or 

energy too low; film too 

light)

 

X-ray Characteristics: 

 High energy waves 

 No mass 

 No charge (neutral) 

 Travel at speed of light 

 Invisible 

 Travel in straight line 

 Cannot be focused to a point 

 Differentially absorbed 

 *Their ability to penetrate organic matter:  
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The tissue are either radiolucent(x-rays passes readily) or 

radio-opaque(absorb x-ray with little radiation escape).. 

 A_*Their ability to produce photographic effect on 

photosensitive film surface.. 

 B_*Their ability to produced a phosphorescence in 

certain crystalline  materials (intensifying screen). 

 C_*Harmful to living tissue 

Dr. C. Edmund Kells took the first intraoral radiograph in 

early 1896; had numerous cancerous growths due to x-ray 

effects:  

1. Ionization..is the primary effect of X-ray whenever these 

photones strike matter with sufficient  energy.. 

2. Chemical effect .. Are produced by altering the atomic 

structure..e.g. salt ordinarily turns yellow from 

liberation of chlorine.. 

3. Biological effect..may be among the most important 

changes produced by x-ray & they’re utilized 

constantly in x-ray therapy..radiation in diagnostic 

radiology seldom produced measurable biological 

effect  

 

tubehead

control panel

support arms

electricity

X-ray Machine
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X-ray produced when a  fast-moving electrons with 

sufficient energy strike a target. 

      Most of the electron energy is converted to heat , but a 

very minute(<1%) is converted to X-ray as photons… 

     X-ray resemble visible light rays very closely  but the 

distinguishing features  that their wavelength are very 

short(only 1/10.000 the WL of the visible light),so can 

penetrate materials unlike light rays.. x-ray unlike 

light,have the ability to ionize atoms,and is invisible… 

However,both are travel in straight lines,have the same 

speed(186,000 miles/second),both are unaffected by the 

magnetic field & causing shadow casting of the objects in 

the same manner.. 

     X-ray&visible light  form  parts of the spectrum of the 

electromagnetic radiations, of which the long electric and radio 

waves are at one end ;the infrared, visible and UV light waves in 

the middle, and the short wave X-rays, gamma rays and cosmic ray 

at the other end. 

X-ray Production

Bremmstrahlung

Characteristic

X-rays produced when high-speed 

electrons from the filament are slowed 

down as they pass close to, or strike, 

the nuclei of the target atoms

Bremsstrahlung Radiation

(Braking radiation, general radiation)
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Electron slowed down by positive charge of nucelus; energy released 

in form of x-ray 

Bremsstrahlung X-ray Production

+High-speed 

electron from 

filament enters 

tungsten atom

Electron slowed 

down by positive 

charge of 

nucelus; energy 

released in form 

of x-ray

Electron continues on to 

other atoms until all of its 

energy is lost

Bremsstrahlung X-ray Production

Maximum energy

High-speed electron 

from filament enters 

tungsten atom and 

strikes nucleus, 

losing all its energy 

and disappearing
The x-ray produced has energy 

equal to the energy of the 

high-speed electron; this is the 

maximum energy possible

+

The energy of the high-speed electron from 

the filament must be higher than the 

binding energy of the target electron with 

which it interacts in order to eject the 

target electron

X-rays have energies characteristic of the 

target material (energy = difference 

between binding energies of target 

electrons involved, e.g., K & L, K & M, etc.)

Characteristic Radiation 
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Characteristic X-ray Production

L
K

M
High-speed electron 

with at least 70 keV

of energy (must be 

more than the 

binding energy of k-

shell Tungsten atom) 

strikes electron in 

the K shell

Ejected electron 

leaves atom

Recoil electron 

(with very little 

energy) exits 

atom

vacancy

Characteristic X-ray Production

KL
M

Outer-shell electron

drops into vacant spot

X-ray with 59 

keV of energy 

produced. 70 

(binding energy 

of K-shell 

electron) minus 

11 (binding 

energy of L-

shell electron) = 

59.

  

X-ray tube 

X-ray Tube

Cathode (1, 2) Anode (3,4)

98

7

6

5

43

2

1

1 = filament                  6 = vacuum

2 = focusing cup 7 = leaded glass

3 = target                      8 = x-rays

4 = copper sleeve        9 = beryllium window

5 = electron flow 
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Tungsten

• High atomic number (Target)

• Transfers heat readily (Target)

• High melting point (Target, Filament)

• Can be drawn into fine wire (Filament)

(Filament and Target)

 
 

The structure where X-rays are produced…consist of : 

1. A glass-enveloped vacumed tube,coated by sheaths of 

lead to: 

-Decrease and absorb the unwanted radiation. 

-Direct the specific radiation of the x-ray produced 

which is called the central x-ray beam through the 

window of the glass tube,which is made of thin  

unleaded  glass. 

2. Catheode(-ve) 

3. Anode(+ve).       

Anode

Dental x-ray machines have stationary anode

Copper stem

Tungsten Target

side view front view

Tungsten Target

 

A fast-moving electrons are produced (in the vacumed 

glass-enveloped x-ray tube) when the cathode filaments are 

heated(the cathode mostly have two filaments)by the 

passage of an electrical current,,A large electrical force 

drives these electrons onto a target or focal spot(at the 

anode). This force depend upon the potential difference 
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between the two electrodes,which is controlled by the x-ray 

machine panel (kilovoltage sector).the anode is either 

stationary or rotatory…upon impact with this focal spot, 

the electrons give rise to a stream of x-rays which are 

emitted over a 180 degree hemispherical angle 

surrounding the  focal spot…but only a small fraction of 

these x-rays pass through a lead-shielded window ( Most of 

the electron energy is converted to heat , but a very 

minute(<1%) is converted to X-ray)… 

 

 

The selection of the target material: 

1. high atomic number. 

2. High melting point. 

3. High degree of thermal conductivity. 

4. Low-vapour pressure at high tempressure. 

Focal spot size 

      Represent  the cross sectional area at the site of  

origin of rays(ie anode) and usually range between 0.5-2.0 

mm,it’s size is responsible for the fine  details of x-ray 

image produced.. the smaller the size the better the detail. 

Dental X-ray film: 
 

Two types..intra-& extra-oral . 

Dental Radiograph Units: 

Radiographic exposure  is controlled by 3 components: kVp (kilovolt peak), MA 

(milliamperage), and exposure time. KVp controls the “quality” of the x-ray beam. 

This is the power of each particular x-ray particle which controls the penetration of 

the beam through tissues.The quantity of the exposure is controlled by MA and time 

of exposure. The higher the MA, the more Xrays produced over the time period. 

Multiply this number by the exposure time and you will get the total number of x-ray 

units.Since there is not a significant amount of variation of tissues in oral radiology, 
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the KVP and MA are set constant on dental radiology units. The only variable 

factor is time. This is measured in seconds or pulses. 

One pulse is equal to 1/60 of a second. Most standard dental radiology units have a 

dial or digital control for the exposure and it is set by the operator based on a 

technique chart. 

 

I-intra-oral film: 
Bitewing Film

The bitewing film is used to identify interproximal

caries (where the teeth contact each other; black 

arrows) and the appearance of the alveolar bone

(red arrows). The white areas on the film are 

amalgam restorations. 

  

Periapical Film

Periapical means “around 

the apex”. This film is 

intended to show the area 

around the root of the tooth. 

Normally, the entire tooth is 

seen, allowing the 

identification of root 

problems, interproximal

caries, and the condition of 

the bone surrounding the 

teeth. This film is also used 

in endodontic treatment of a 

tooth.

periapical pathology

internal

resorption

caries

 
Dental film is a  non-screen film. This means that it is directly exposed by 

the x-ray and does not require an intensifying screen. This gives much more 

detail than standard radiographic film, but requires a higher 

amount of exposure. It is packaged in its own paper or plastic sleeve, to 

protect it from light and the oral environment. 

 

Occlusal Film

The occlusal film is used 

to identify the extent of 

larger pathological 

conditions, to locate an 

object in the buccolingual

direction, to show the 

developing dentition in 

children and to image 

patients with trismus

(inability to open the 

mouth).

Anterior dentition - Child

Impacted maxillary canine

 
The films that's placed inside patient's mouth : 

Composed  of: 
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The emulsion (gray lines below) is attached to the 

base with a very thin layer of adhesive (green lines 

below). The base has a slight bluish tint which makes 

viewing the films easier on the eye. The emulsion is 

covered with a thin layer of gelatin, a “supercoat,”

which helps to protect the film (yellow lines below).

Film Composition (continued)

blue-tinted base

emulsion with silver halide 

crystals and gelatin

Double emulsion

(emusion on both sides)

adhesive

supercoat

 
1. film base(0.18 mm thick) transparent base made of  

plastic(cellulose acetate). 

2. adhesive layer: cause adhesions of the film emulsion to the film 

base. 

3. film emulsion: record the x-ray image, sensitive to x-ray &visible light. 

all intra-oral films are coated with an emulsion on both sides of the 

base.(double-emulsion)..the emulsion consist of crystals of silver 

halides  grains(mainly crystals of silver bromide) suspended in 

gelatine(vehicle matrix).. 

-There's a convexity or raised dot on the side of the film which faces the x-

ray source. 

Types of intra-oral films: 

 Insight film:the grains  also called Tabular (flat) are 

 arranged parallel with the film surface, with larger cross-sectional area& 

require 1/2 the exposure to x-ray. used in E &F-speed 

 Ultra-speed film: Globular (rounded) crystals are used in D-speed 

(Ultraspeed) film; these crystals are like small pebbles 

-All intra-oral films are direct exposure films. 

4.intra-oral film wrapped in an opaque shield: 

 to prevent exposure to light,because silver halide crystals also 

sensitive to light photons. 

 Wrapping is water proof(to prevent the patient's saliva from 

reaching the film). 

     5. A thin sheet of lead foil is usually-placed within the film packet 

behind the film: 

 to reduce secondary radiation film fog during exposure since it 

prevent most the secondary radiation originating from the 

adjacent patient's oral soft-tissues behind the film packet 

reaching the film. 

 Absorb the x-ray  that have passed through the object &film 

,thus reduce exposure to the tissues behind the film. 
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6.Black-paper ..to prevent exposure to light. 

Black paper: surrounds film;

protects emulsion.

Film: one or two films;

raised dot in one corner 

used for film orientation.

Lead foil: protects film from 

backscatter (see next slide); 

reduces patient exposure; 

strengthens packet; pattern 

on foil identifies when film is 

placed backwards (back of 

film faces teeth).

Contents of Film Packet

 
 

*Radiographic  film speed: 
    Refers to the amount of radiation required to produce an image of a 

standard density..frequently the speed is expressed as the reciprocal of the 

exposure (in Roentgen)required to produce an optical density of 1 above gross 

fog. 

    A fast film required a relatively low exposure to produce a density of 1 where 

as a slower film requires a longer exposure for the processed film to have the 

same density..film speed is controlled largely by the size of the silver halide 

grains&their silver contents.the larger the crystal,the greater the grain 

size&the faster the film..intra-oral filma  speed have been standardized on 

alphabetical basis..i.e. C film represent small-sizes crystals..&so on… 

*Intraoral film  speed classification 

film speed group                                  speed range 

C                                                                   6-12 

D                                                                 12-24 

E                                                                  24-48 

F                                                                  48-96 

The fastest is F. 

Only films with a D or faster speed rating are appropriate for intra-oral 

radiograph. 

Currently the types of films used most often in use are Kodak (ultraspeed)  

 group D & Kodak (insight)group E or F..depend on processing conditions.. 

Insight film is preferred because it requires only about half the exposure 

of ultraspeed and offer comparable contrast &resolution…this because 

of the tabular  crystal grains used in the film emulsion. 

*Intraoral film  sizes classification: 

Its made in a variety of sizes… 

 Periapical film.. 
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     used to record the crown/root &surrounding bone..The film packs 

come in three sizes… 

(1.0)22x35 mm for small children…… 

(1.1)24x40 mm (relatively narrow )used for anterior teeth. 

(1.2)31x41 mm(standard film size ,used for adults). 

 Bitewing film: 

      used to record the coronal portions of the maxillary & mandibular teeth 

in one image…used for detection of the interproximal caries &evaluate the 

height of the alveolar bone…bitewing film often have a paper tab projecting 

from the middle of the film on which the patient bite to support the film..this 

tab does not interfere with the film diagnostic quality…the film has different 

sizes….. 

(2.0)may be used in  small children…… 

(2.1)in children. 

(2.2)used for adults. 

(2.3) relatively long…is also available. 

Bite wing films may be purchased from the manufacturer with 

attached tabs..a more economic method uses PAF inserted into a 

paper or plastic bitewing tab. 

 Occlusal  film: 

     About three times larger than size (1.2)film..known as 3.4 

film(57x76 mm=21/4-3 inches)..its used for larger areas of the Maxilla 

&Mandible than can be seen in periapical film....the film usually is 

held in position by having the patient bite lightly on it to support it 

between the occlusal surfaces of the teeth. 

II-Extra-aoral film: 
 

    We have two types..Non-screen film & screen film. 

Extra-oral projections most frequently used in dentistry ..include: 

Panoramic,cephalometry…&other skull views.. 

Non-screen film: 

 Either single or double emulsion layers..increasing the emulsion 

size&thickness,make the film fast(need less exposure time &increasing 

the processing time by 50%). 

 Sizes employed in dentistry(5x7&8x10 inch). 

 The film placed in a card board holder or envelope which has a 

definitive exposure side. 

 A sheet of an x-ray absorbing material is placed in the back of the film to 

absorb x-ray after they have passed through the film. 
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Rigid metal cassette                     Flexible vinyl cassette 

 

Screen film(S F): used with intensifying  screen to reduce patient exposure …SF 

differ from intra-oral dental film in that its designed to be sensitive to visible light 

& its placed between two intensifying screens…when exposure is made ,the 

intensifying screen absorb x-ray &emit visible light. 

foam (rigid cassettes)

cassette front

screen support

phosphor/coating

film

phosphor/coating

screen support

foam (rigid cassettes)  

cassette back

x-rays

Cassette/Screens/Film

 
 Intensifying screen,  

One of the properties of x-rays is that they cause certain materials to 

fluoresce (emit light); the phosphor crystals found in intensifying screens 

are one of these materials. The light emission is usually green or blue, 

depending on the type of phosphor crystal used. The composition of the 

films used with these screens is adjusted by the manufacturer to be 

sensitive to either blue light or green light. It is important to make sure 

that the correct film is used with whichever type screen is selected. (Blue-

sensitive film with blue light-emitting screen, etc.)  

 Intensifying screen made of plastic sheet (0.25 mm thick)coated with 

organic rare earth (e.g. gadolinium oxysulfide emit green light ,Yttrium 

tantalite emit blue light,,..etc..) phosphor suspended in a polymeric 

binder..when the crystals absorb x-ray photons,they fluorescence) 
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layer(composed of phosphorescent crystals, a fluorescence process occurred 

when the screen is  exposed to x-ray & emit visible light, either blue or 

green spectrum. 

Intensifying Screen Composition

The base of the screen (yellow line above) is made of 

plastic and provides support. A reflecting layer

(silver line) reflects light emitted by the phosphor 

back toward the film. The phosphor layer (green line) 

contains the phosphor crystals that emit the light. 

The surface of the phosphor layer is covered with a 

protecting coat (white line) , which is a thin layer of 

plastic that protects the phosphor layer from 

damage when the screens are handled. 

(this side toward film)

 
 The intensifying screens absorb about 60% of the x-ray photons that 

reach the cassette after passing through the patient ( about 30-60 times less 

radiation than that required by direct exposure film).The x-ray film used , 

should be compatible with light emitted from the fluorescent screen (i.e. 

green or blue), so an intimate or complete contact with screen is a must, 

otherwise, unshaped blurred images will be the result. 

 Common size of SF used in dentistry (5x7 &8x10)inch. 

Screen-film(sensitive to visible light): 

    Used with intensifying screens that emit visible light on exposure to the X-

ray &used in extra-oral projections(e.g. panoramic & skull XR,…),used with 

rare earth elements(gadolinium,….etc) which are fluorescence(emit visible 

light) &its presence creats an image receptor system that's 10-60 times more 

sensitive to x-ray than the film alone, with substantial reduction in the dose 

of x-radiation to which the patient is exposed.  

-For extra-oral films, we use the grid……what's the grid: 
*Grid: 

     A device used to reduce the amount of scattered radiation reaching the 

film from the subject(placed between the subject and film)..composed of 

alternating strips of radiopaque materials (usually lead)and strips of 

radiolucent materials(often plastic)..that scattered radiation usually 

absorbed by the radiopaque materials in the grid.. 

     Focused grid are used most often.. In it all the lead strips are directed 

towards a common point(the focal spot of the X-ray tube)some distance 

away. So the strips coincides with the paths of diverging photons in the 

primary x-ray beam absorbing the scattered radiation.. 
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     Potter-bucky diaphragm: Means the grid can be moved in front of the 

film during film exposure starting before exposure line &ending with it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


